
This class is perfect for anyone from Advanced Beginner on. Every 10”” block is made from four simple pieces and gives a 
positive-negative appearance when sewn together. Each student selects ONE basic applique shape - hearts, flowers, 
leaves, trees, butterflies, etc (there are 11) to work with in class. All of my samples have been created with raw edge 
techniques. I will show you how to make freezer paper templates with no-fail cutting and piecing. This is fat quarter 
friendly, produces virtually no fabric waste, and includes a bonus - the extra cutaways can be incorporated into creative 
borders and alternate blocks! We discuss various setting options.

Visit my web site (www.quilterbydesign.com) to see more samples from the Cookie Cutter series

Cookie Cutter Bonanza - with Debby Kratovil

Autumn Leaves - 29 x 34
2 half-yard cuts plus border

4 Block Trees - 30 x 30
3/4 yd each of 2 colors (incl. border)
1/4 yd black inner

Romantic Butterflies - 38 x 40

Supplies & Equipment
NOTE: many of my samples were made with batiks. Bring any fabrics you like.
Sewing machine; Basic sewing supplies, scissors, etc
6” x 12” or 6” x 24” ruler AND a 12-1/2” square ruler
Rotary cutter and mat 
A zigzag sewing foot, 1/4” sewing foot (or the equivalent)
Neutral Piecing thread; Single color  or variegated 40 wt. rayon for topstitch
Starch or sizing (optional, but helpful)  
Freezer paper (3 or 4 sheets, 8-1/2” x 11”) 
Iron and ironing surface (Ratio of 1 set per 4 students)
A set of 2 fat quarters yields 3-4 blocks. 10-1/2” fabric squares work well (2 for each block). Bring a variety. Also, bring fabric for practice 
and extra for “mistakes.”
Borders: Two long quarters (9” x 44”) work for a 4 block quilt. You can wait until quilt center is finished and shop later.

1/4 yard of the following:
- Light pink AND light green 
(blocks)
- Medium pink print (first border)
- Dark green print (blocks)
1/2 yd dark pink (blocks & inner 
border)
5/8 yd medium green (first 
border and binding)
3/4 yd multi-print for outer 
border

Please refer to the one 
page sheet of shapes for 
more options.

Hearts on Fire - 46” x 63”
13 Blocks & 4 Half-Blocks
(2 yd. black, 12 fats, 1/4 yd inner)

Toast - 33 x 33
Assorted fat quarters - blocks

1/2 yard for border



Cookie Cutter Bonanza© 
Workshop with Debby Kratovil 

Students select one of these 11 Cookie 
Cutter shapes to work with.
All shapes can be cut from a single fabric 
rectangle cut 5-1/2” or 6” x 10-1/2”
The background rectangles are a second 
cut. This is VERY fat quarter friendly. For a 
4-6 block quilt, bring 1/2 yard EACH of 
two fabrics. For more blocks, bring more 
fabric. See supply list for more detail.
 Blocks finish to 10” x 10“.   

 

  Butterfly Trees 

     Fleur de Lis #1 Fleur de Lis #2 Flower #1 

Flower #2     Leaves     Hearts on Fire 

Pear Dreidel Toast 


